
The Northern Lights & Lapland
10th March 2023 - 19th March 2023



Welcome to our Adventure and may I thank you for  
choosing to travel with Great Rail Journeys on our visit to 
Lapland & The Artic Circle.


My name is Tim Hall and it’s my pleasure to be your Tour 
Manager throughout this holiday. I will supervise the 
management and logistics, try to address your individual 
requests and needs and generally do all I can to help you 
enjoy the tour.


If an issue should arise at any time, please don’t keep it 
to yourself - let me know as soon as possible so that I 
can try to resolve it, or at the very least, try and prevent it 
happening again, either to you or somebody else.


I’ve listed below a series of general information points that may help you get the most out 
of your Tour.


1. Communications
All of the hotels that we stay in have Wi-Fi, some free, some chargeable. Many hotels that 
charge for Wi-Fi in the rooms will offer a free connection in the Lobby area. If you have a 
mobile phone with you, please remember to turn Data Roaming to OFF to avoid incurring 
significant charges (If you don’t know how to do this, please see me). I will always have my 
mobile phone with me and so if you need to contact me, a text message is probably best; 
you can call if you want, but it will be more expensive.

2. Take care of yourself
Remember that this is your holiday, and that you really don’t have to do anything that you 
don’t want to. If you feel that you need to take a break away from our group or just skip 
one of the meals or excursions then you may of course do so at any time; it would be 
helpful if you could let me know so that I can exclude you from the headcount. None of the 
Guided walks are especially arduous, however if you need a comfort stop, please let me 
know. When we are walking around, it is natural that some people will move more freely 
and quickly than others. If you need to slow up, or rest, at any time, please tell me and I’ll 
make it happen for you.

3. My Availability 
I will be in the lobby of each Hotel for approximately 20 minutes after check-in to resolve 
any issues that may arise and to assist with any special requests. If there is a problem 
with your room on check-in then please return to reception and I will try to resolve the 
issue. You can always reach me on my phone by text message or calling or when in a 
hotel by contacting reception who will put you through to my room. I have attached my 
business card to this letter and I suggest that you keep this in your wallet.


It’s very important that you understand that I am on Tour for the sole purpose of looking 
after you - that means I’m available 24hrs a day, every day. Your free time is not my time 
off, it is time where I am available to assist you in any way I can. I have my days off when I 
get back home and I’m quite happy with that.
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4. Baggage Tags
In the envelope with this letter you will find two Orange/Gold coloured GRJ baggage tags. 
Please attach these to your suitcases on arrival in Trondheim.

5. Geography & Climate
Firstly, don’t underestimate the size of Norway; it is a much bigger country than many 
people realise. The Atlantic coast is 1,650 miles long (excluding Fjords) and on this Tour 
we shall be travelling a total distance of around 1,150 miles. We are travelling to a part of 
the world where the weather is extreme and if not treated with respect, can bite. You will 
need your snow grippers on boots throughout Norway, where there is a mix of snow and 
ice, but probably not in Kiruna where there is usually just snow. Travelling through snow 
and ice can present challenges such as delays and diversions, but that’s part of the fun of 
travel.

6. Hotels
Norwegian/Swedish hotels are in the Scandinavian tradition - think IKEA with a sort of 
minimalist theme that can sometimes lean towards the spartan. At some hotels you may 
need to insert the key card into the room door to lock it upon leaving since the lock does 
not activate automatically (Locks are gradually being changed). Similarly, at some hotels 
you will need to use your room cards to operate the lifts up (not usually down). Finally 
some hotels have ceased to deal in cash purchases so credit/debit will cards need to be 
registered with Reception upon arrival.

Bag porterage is not included at any hotel except for the final stay in Camp Ripan, Kiruna 
where it may take a little time for your bags to arrive in the rooms as they are often 
delivered by snow-mobile.

All dinners included on tour at hotels are 3 course set menu (usually without any choice, 
unless specifically requested dietary requirements pre-tour). In the more remote areas that 
we visit we are at the end of a very long logistics train and that can affect the variety of 
food products available.

7. Tips
I will tip all Porters, Guides and Drivers on your behalf. Should you wish to supplement 
these tips if you have received exceptional service, you are most welcome to do so, but 
may I emphasise that, as always, tips are discretionary. Scandinavian countries do not 
have a widespread tipping culture - most people just roundup to the nearest Krone or in 
better restaurants, add 10%.

If you are pleased with my performance as your Tour Manager during the Tour you can 
show your appreciation with a personal tip. I can accept gratuities as cash, or contactless 
on my phone, or via my website at www.timonthetrain.com

8. Coach Travel
Some journeys and transfers will be by modern air-conditioned coaches. When travelling 
by Coach, please leave the front row vacant for my use and for the use of our Local Guide 
when we have one. I do suggest that you rotate your seating location on the coach 
periodically - there should be lots of space. Finally, if seat belts are fitted at your seat, you 
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are legally obliged to use them. When we step off the coach for sightseeing purposes you 
will be able to leave your belongings on the coach, but please take valuables and money 
with you.

Some of our coach journeys are quite long and working out toilet stops can be challenging  
in remote areas but we will use facilities whenever they are available.

9. Rail Travel
In our carriages you may find luggage racks both above your seat and at the end of the 
compartment. If you have a small sized case, please place it in the rack above your head. 
Larger suitcases go in the racks at the end of the coach compartment.  There may be a 
luggage van attached to our trains and if so, we shall use it. Our trains will usually have 
either a buffet/restaurant or an at-seat trolley service.

In most cases, our seats are allocated together in couples and as a group, however it is 
possible on some journeys that couples may not have been allocated adjacent seats. If 
this happens, please don’t panic; it is nearly always possible to re-arrange seats with 
others nearby to enable you to sit together. I will of course assist with this but it is often 
possible for you to manage the situation easily yourselves before I get to you. I will issue 
you with seating cards that show your carriage and seat numbers - Norwegian railways 
have a habit of changing both coach numbers & configurations and direction of travel at 
short notice and without telling us. If this happens we’ll just have to work seating out on 
board, at the time.

N.B. When boarding a train please remember that time is of the essence, especially as 
some of the stations may be transit stops only. Trains will depart at their scheduled time 
and will not wait for us - Please board the trains as quickly as possible. We can always 
sort out seating and bag stowage issues once on board, but we can’t do so if we are still 
standing on the platform when the train departs.

10. Dog Sleds
In Kiruna we shall be riding on dog-sleds, usually four to a sled. Kiruna gets very, very cold 
so we shall be issued with additional protective clothing by the dog sled teams. Wear it. In 
case you are unaware, the dogs can poop and run at the same time.

11. Names
Please bear with me as I attempt to learn all of your names. It usually takes 3 or 4 days 
before I am confident that I have everybody correctly memorised. Please accept my 
apologies for any mistakes that I may make during that period.

12. Social Media
During the Tour I will be posting photos and updates on our progress on my Blog, Twitter & 
Facebook pages. This may be of limited interest to you personally, but is intended for 
those of you who have friends or family at home who may wish to keep up to date on the 
kind of activities that you are enjoying and where you have been. They can log on to any 
of these internet accounts and see daily pictures and updates. Similarly, if any of you wish 
to contribute, you can of course connect with me through these accounts and are welcome 
to do so. The details of these accounts are shown below.
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Understandably, there are some clients who may prefer not to be included in any photos 
that I take and post on these sites. Should this be the case, please let me know as soon as 
possible and I will ensure that you are not included (or are obscured) in published photos.

Facebook: www.facebook.com/Timonthetrain

Twitter: @Timonthetrain

Blog: www.timonthetrain.com

13. Toilets
When I started working as a Tour Manager, I was given a useful and wise piece of advice 
that has served me well ever since. I pass it on to you now in that spirit.

“Go when you can, not when you have to”

I sincerely hope that you enjoy our tour to this beautiful part of the world.

Tim Hall

Tour Manager
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